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Abstract
Much recent work in systems neuroscience has focused on how dynamic interactions between different cortical regions underlie
complex brain functions such as motor coordination, language and emotional regulation. Various studies using neuroimaging and
neurophysiologic techniques have suggested that in many neuropsychiatric disorders, these dynamic brain networks are
dysregulated. Here we review the utility of combined noninvasive brain stimulation and neuroimaging approaches towards greater
understanding of dynamic brain networks in health and disease. Brain stimulation techniques, such as transcranial magnetic
stimulation and transcranial direct current stimulation, use electromagnetic principles to alter brain activity noninvasively, and induce
focal but also network effects beyond the stimulation site. When combined with brain imaging techniques such as functional magnetic
resonance imaging, positron emission tomography and electroencephalography, these brain stimulation techniques enable a causal
assessment of the interaction between different network components, and their respective functional roles. The same techniques can
also be applied to explore hypotheses regarding the changes in functional connectivity that occur during task performance and in
various disease states such as stroke, depression and schizophrenia. Finally, in diseases characterized by pathologic alterations in
either the excitability within a single region or in the activity of distributed networks, such techniques provide a potential mechanism to
alter cortical network function and architectures in a beneficial manner.

Introduction
Traditionally, insights into brain function have been derived largely
from studying the deficits caused by specific brain lesions. The view
emerging from this approach posits a simplified structure–function
relationship, in which anatomically distinct brain regions perform
specialized, relatively independent computations (e.g. visual cortex is
responsible for early visual processing). More recently, this approach
has been extended by studies using brain imaging modalities such as
electroencephalography (EEG), positron emission tomography (PET)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to study brain
function both in the resting state (Fox & Raichle, 2007) and during
performance of various behavioral tasks. It has become increasingly
apparent that complex brain functions, such as coordinated movement,
memory and language, depend critically on interactions between brain
areas, leading to the concept of functional connectivity networks –
distributed brain regions interacting (often transiently) to perform a
particular neural function. Studies have suggested that abnormalities in
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the interactions of network components play a critical role in common
neuropsychiatric disorders ranging from depression to epilepsy
(Mayberg et al., 2005; Lytton, 2008), and damage to specific
functional connectivity networks can lead to distinct neurological
syndromes (Seeley et al., 2009). Furthermore, the deficits and
functional recovery after damage from strokes or traumatic brain
injury may depend on the architecture and adaptability of these
networks (He et al., 2007b; Ween, 2008; Kumar et al., 2009).
Consequently, there is active research exploring functional connectivity in normal subjects and in patients suffering from various
neuropsychiatric disorders, with the hope that it may lead to valuable
biomarkers of disease and new therapeutic approaches.
Most neuroscience techniques utilized in humans either passively
measure brain activity in different ways or require invasive procedures. However, a number of noninvasive techniques for manipulating
brain activity have been developed, permitting targeted interventions
on human brain function and behavior. The two most common
noninvasive brain stimulation techniques, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), both
rely on electromagnetic principles to influence brain activity. The
combination of these brain stimulation techniques with traditional
neuroimaging methods enables more sophisticated studies of the
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mechanisms and dynamics of brain activity, and their relationship with
specific cognitive processes. Thus, it becomes possible to test
hypotheses regarding causal interactions between different brain
regions in health and disease. Furthermore, by producing potentially
long-lasting changes in cortical function, brain stimulation techniques
provide a new therapeutic modality whose utility is being explored in
a variety of diseases.
In this review, we begin with a brief look at functional connectivity
and network theory. We then explore how neuroimaging and
neurophysiology are being used to study functional connectivity
networks, and provide insight into the distributed nature of common
brain diseases. Next, we review basic principles of noninvasive brain
stimulation techniques and the evidence that these techniques have
network effects beyond the stimulation site. Finally, we provide
examples of how these tools can be combined to understand and
selectively manipulate functional connectivity networks. We focus on
three clinical conditions (stroke, depression and schizophrenia) to
illustrate how abnormal network dynamics may underlie common
brain diseases, and how manipulation of these networks through
noninvasive brain stimulation represents a promising therapeutic
intervention.

Functional connectivity and network theory
Most early studies using either neuroimaging or electrophysiology
were concerned with identifying individual brain regions or cells that
were modulated by a particular stimulus or task. From the electrophysiology work of Hubel & Wiesel (1962) to cognitive activation
paradigms in human neuroimaging (Posner & Raichle, 1994) this
approach has been very successful. However, no brain region operates
in isolation. Instead, brain regions are integrated in complex,
distributed neural networks, and studying the interactions between
regions is proving to be just as important as understanding the
response properties of individual regions. The interaction between
brain regions has been termed ‘functional connectivity’ and can refer
to any examination of inter-regional correlations in neuronal variability (Friston et al., 1993; Horwitz, 2003).
Mathematically, networks can be represented as graphs, i.e. a group
of interacting entities (nodes), connected by lines (edges) indicating
which pairs of nodes directly interact. For our purposes these nodes
can represent neurons, populations of neurons within specific
anatomical brain regions or the locations of sensors which measure
neural activity (as in EEG). Certain important generic network
properties turn out to depend solely on topological properties,
independent of the details of individual network function. We
illustrate this idea by discussing two simple intuitive properties,
global and local efficiency of information transfer. For more complete
discussions of network structure–function dependencies, the reader is
referred to several excellent recent reviews (Albert & Barabasi, 2000;
Strogatz, 2001; Bassett & Bullmore, 2006; Reijneveld et al., 2007;
Stam & Reijneveld, 2007; Sporns, 2010).
The dependency of network function on topology is most easily
appreciated by considering a now-classic series of simple abstract
models introduced by Watts & Strogatz (1998). Let us imagine that
each node is continually exchanging information with the nodes with
which it is connected (i.e. its neighbors), and that this exchange takes
place at a constant rate. Consider first a regular ring network, a circular
arrangement of nodes in which each node is connected by a line or
edge to each of its four nearest neighbors (Fig. 1A, left). This network
is highly clustered, or cliquish, in that for any given node, any pair of
its neighbors is likely to be connected to one another. This notion can
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Fig. 1. Network architectures and efficiency statistics. (A) Different types of
networks. Regular network, in which nodes are connected only to their two
nearest neighbors on either side (left). Small world network, in which a small
number of local connections are replaced by long-distance connections at
random locations (center). Random network, in which nodes are connected at
random, with a resulting loss of local connectivity (right). (B) Global efficiency
(Eglobal, solid line) and local efficiency (Elocal, dashed line) as a function of the
probability of random connections.

be quantified by the clustering coefficient of a node, which ranges
from 0 (none of the neighbors are connected) to 1 (all neighbors are
connected). In functional terms, graphs with larger clustering coefficients support rapid local sharing of information (between neighboring
nodes). Therefore, we define the local efficiency of a network as the
average value of the clustering coefficients for each individual node
(Latora & Marchiori, 2003; Achard & Bullmore, 2007). While such
regular, highly clustered networks have high local efficiency, information must pass through a large number of short-range connections
to reach nodes on the opposite side of the network, so that the average
minimum path length between any two nodes will be large, and thus
the global efficiency of information transfer (the average rate at which
messages travel between any two randomly selected nodes) will be
low. Now consider the other extreme, in which all connections are
random (Fig. 1A, right). In such random networks, the distance
between any two nodes is likely to be small, resulting in a low
minimum path length and high efficiency of global information
transfer. However, local clustering (and thereby local efficiency) is
also low, with the result that the potential for modular information
processing is limited. In between these extremes are networks with
predominantly locally structured connections, but also with a few
random long-range connections (Fig. 1A, center). In such graphs,
known as small-world networks, the theoretical advantages of high
clustering (local efficiency) that characterize regular networks are
combined with the short average path lengths (global efficiency)
characteristic of random networks. Such small-world networks have
high complexity, in that they are simultaneously functionally
segregated (small subsets of the system can behave independently)
and also functionally integrated (large subsets tend to behave
coherently) (Sporns et al., 2000).
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Over the past decade, converging theoretical and experimental
results have indicated that brain functional networks typically have
small-world topology, with short average path length (high global
efficiency) and high clustering (high local efficiency). Brain functional
networks tend to be robust to random lesions, but highly vulnerable to
targeted lesions, due to the existence of hubs, i.e. highly connected
nodes which account for a large fraction of the graph’s overall
connectivity (Achard et al., 2006; He et al., 2007a,b; Xia et al.,
2010). Brain functional networks are sparse, i.e. only a relatively small
fraction of the total number of pairs is directly connected. Finally,
brain functional networks often operate in a critical dynamic state,
supporting rapid reconfiguration of graph topology, a feature thought
to be related to the need to rapidly switch cognitive states.
Theoretically, different neuropsychiatric disorders could result from
a variety of different network pathologies. Consider a simplified
network comprising clusters of nodes with dense local connectivity
and a few long-range connections (Fig. 2A), consistent with the smallworld topographies identified in human brains. One set of brain
pathologies could result from direct elimination of node(s), with
resulting network dysfunction (Fig. 2B). Ischemic stroke represents a
classical example of a neuropsychiatric disease with such a mechanism. Alternatively, the functional network could be disrupted by
elimination of connections between different nodes (Fig. 2C), as may
occur in diseases in which the primary pathology is in the white matter
connections between brain regions, such as multiple sclerosis. A third
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Fig. 2. Theoretical mechanisms of network pathology. (A) The normal
network, comprising three densely connected local clusters, with a few longrange connections between clusters. (B) Loss of a node (and thus associated
connections, dashed lines) in the top cluster. (C) A loss of connections (dashed
lines) without a change in the nodes. (D) Increased connectivity (thick lines)
within a local cluster (bottom right). (E) Increased local connectivity (thick line,
top cluster) along with loss of a long-distance connection between clusters
(dashed line). These changes would result in a substantial change in network
information processing metrics (increased clustering coefficient and local
efficiency, but also increased path length and decreased global efficiency).

possibility is that the strength of the connections between nodes is
altered in a manner that results in relative hypo- or hyperactivity
within a specific subnetwork (Fig. 2D). Epilepsy may be a paradigmatic example of a disease resulting from such a process (Bettus et al.,
2008), while recent work suggests that such alterations in the strength
of connectivity between different brain regions are also critical in
depression and schizophrenia. A shift in the topology of network
connectivity (e.g. a decrease in long-distance connections with
increases in local connectivity; Fig. 2E) could affect the efficiency
of information processing in the brain. Studies have suggested that
such network topology changes might be occurring in autism
(Barttfeld et al., 2011). Finally, another possibility is that network
connectivity is unchanged, but the operations carried out by different
subnetworks are somehow altered. It is worth emphasizing that studies
focused only on anatomic pathologies (i.e. structural MRI) may not
detect any abnormalities in diseases with preserved structural
connectivity but altered functional connectivity (such as in Fig. 2D),
emphasizing the critical need for further studies investigating brain
connectivity networks.

Studying brain networks in humans
A key technical question in studying brain networks is the way in
which connectivity is defined and measured. Structural connectivity,
the stable direct physical pathways linking spatially distinct brain
regions, is distinguished from the dynamical or state-dependent
functional connectivity and effective connectivity. Effective connectivity describes the directional flow of information, or more generally,
the causal relationships between nodes in a graph, e.g. relationships
such as ‘changes in the activity of A lead to changes in the activity of
B’. However, the techniques for determining effective connectivity are
complex, and the tools available to analyse the resulting networks are
limited. It is often significantly more straightforward, and much more
common, to simply compute measures of statistical dependence
(correlation) between nodes, which is dubbed functional connectivity.
In humans, functional connectivity has been studied across a broad
range of spatial and temporal scales. Using neuroimaging, functional
connectivity has been studied using PET, near-infrared spectroscopy
and fMRI. With these methods, variability has been correlated across
subjects, runs, blocks, trials or individual blood-oxygen-level dependence (BOLD) time points and has been studied both during resting
and task conditions, an ambiguity which can become confusing
(Horwitz, 2003; Rogers et al., 2007). It is not yet clear if functional
connectivity assessed in these various ways reflects similar phenomena (Fox & Raichle, 2007), but it is clear that these inter-regional
interactions play a critical role in behavior and disease.
Currently, the most popular neuroimaging approach for studying
functional connectivity is using fMRI to examine inter-regional
correlations across individual BOLD time points (functional connectivity MRI, or fcMRI). Often, these correlations are examined during
specific tasks and have been related to an individual subject’s task
performance (Ranganath et al., 2005; Hampson et al., 2006b),
genetics (Pezawas et al., 2005) and even personality (Pezawas et al.,
2005). However, a recent advance with important clinical applications
has been the discovery of robust inter-regional correlations in
spontaneous BOLD fluctuations present even in the absence of an
assigned task, referred to as resting state functional connectivity (for a
review see Fox & Raichle, 2007). These spontaneous fluctuations are
consistently correlated between regions with similar functional
properties and known anatomical connections, including somatomotor, visual, auditory, language, default mode and corticothalamic
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networks (Fox & Raichle, 2007). For example, one can extract the
spontaneous BOLD modulations from a region such as the left
somatomotor cortex and compute the correlation between this
extracted signal and all other brain regions to obtain a map of the
human somatomotor system (Biswal et al., 1995) (Fig. 3). Anticorrelations between regions with apparent opposing functional properties have also been observed (Fox et al., 2005; Fransson, 2005). These
spontaneous fluctuations predict the task-response properties of brain
regions (De Luca et al., 2005; Vincent et al., 2006), identify subjects’
aptitude for different cognitive tasks (Hampson et al., 2006a; Seeley
et al., 2007), facilitate refinement of neuro-anatomical models (Fox
et al., 2006; Dosenbach et al., 2007) and account for trial-to-trial
variability in behavior (Fox et al., 2007). Significant resting state
fcMRI abnormalities have been identified across almost every major
neurological and psychiatric disease (for reviews see Greicius, 2008;
Fox & Greicius, 2010; Zhang & Raichle, 2010). As these resting state
fcMRI abnormalities continue to be replicated, refined and clarified,
the next step will be translating this information into practical clinical
interventions.
Neurophysiologic techniques have also been used to probe
functional connectivity in the human brain. Compared with fMRI,
EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG) have poorer spatial
resolution (millimeters for fMRI vs. centimeters for EEG ⁄ MEG),
but superior temporal resolution (milliseconds for EEG ⁄ MEG vs.
seconds for fMRI). Consequently, EEG and MEG permit study of
temporal dynamics across a much broader bandwidth (on the order
order of 1–100 Hz for EEG vs. 0.001–0.5 Hz for fMRI). Functional
networks derived from fMRI data may thus in principle be more easily
and directly related to precise anatomical structures, while EEG ⁄ MEG
signals more directly reflect neuronal activity.
Intriguingly, recent studies have shown that EEG ⁄ MEG network
topologies change over the course of a lifetime (Micheloyannis et al.,
2009), and that individual differences in graph theoretic network
properties may be related to intelligence (IQ) and cognitive performance (Micheloyannis et al., 2006b; Bassett et al., 2009). A number
of recent papers have suggested that alterations in EEG network
properties may be seen in various neuropsychiatric diseases. In
Alzheimer’s disease, EEG functional connectivity (fcEEG) analysis

A

has shown promise as a diagnostic aid in early stages of the disease
(Dauwels et al., 2010). In another fcEEG study, the severity of
cognitive dysfunction in Alzheimer’s disease was found to be a
monotonically decreasing function of path length, while the average
clustering coefficients were similar to control subjects, suggesting that
Alzheimer’s dementia may be related to loss of ‘small-worldliness’
(Stam et al., 2007). To a lesser degree, loss of small-worldliness and
lower levels of synchronization within high-frequency EEG rhythms
(beta and gamma) has also been reported in normal aging (Micheloyannis et al., 2009). As another example, in patients presenting after a
first seizure, mean functional connectivity within the theta band has
been reported to be a predictor of subsequent epilepsy, and thus may
prove useful in identifying patients at risk for epilepsy who lack other
markers such as epileptic spikes (Douw et al., 2010). Enhanced
fcEEG across a broad range of frequencies has also been suggested as
a characteristic feature within the seizure onset zone in patients with
mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (Bettus et al., 2008).
Thus, both neurophysiological techniques, such as EEG, and
neuroimaging techniques, such as fMRI, have been used to assess the
functional connectivity of the human brain during both the resting
state and during task activity, and to explore the structure of brain
activity. Furthermore, alterations in functional connectivity have been
associated with several neuropsychiatric diseases. Consequently, there
is a pressing need for tools that enable more precise study and
manipulation of human cortical networks in vivo. Noninvasive brain
stimulation techniques hold significant promise in this regard.
Manipulation of diffuse neurotransmitter systems through pharmacological therapy may prove useful in normalizing altered network
dynamics (Anand et al., 2005a). However, brain network dynamics in
health and disease may be more directly addressed through spatially
and temporally more specific and more precisely quantifiable interventions such as TMS or tDCS.

Brain stimulation techniques
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
TMS is based on the principle of electromagnetic induction; briefly,
a changing electric current in the stimulation coil produces a
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Fig. 3. Generation of resting-state correlation maps. (A) Seed region in the left somatomotor cortex (LSMC) is shown in yellow. (B) Time course of spontaneous
BOLD activity recorded during resting fixation and extracted from the seed region. (C) Voxels significantly correlated with the extracted time course assessed using a
random effects analysis across a population of ten subjects (Z score values). In addition to correlations with the right somatomotor cortex (RSMC) and medial motor
areas, correlations are observed with secondary somatosensory association cortex (S2), posterior nuclei of the thalamus (Th), putamen (P) and cerebellum (Cer).
Reproduced, with permission, from Fox & Raichle (2007).
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magnetic flux, which in turn induces electric currents in brain tissue.
The basic TMS stimulator design involves a capacitive high-voltage,
high-current charge–discharge system connected via a switch
(usually a thyristor or a silicon-controlled rectifier to prevent ringing
in the circuit) to the inductor of the stimulation coil (for further
review, see Wagner et al., 2007). The effect of a TMS pulse on
cortical activity is dependent on a number of different factors,
including the strength of the magnetic flux, the shape of the
stimulation coil, the shape and duration of the pulse, the distance and
angle between the coil and the cortical surface, the direction of the
induced electrical currents, the precise stimulation sequence, and the
underlying cortical architecture and activity. One commonly used
coil design is the ‘figure-8’ or ‘butterfly’, in which two round coils
are placed side by side such that the currents flow in the same
direction at the junction point. As a result, the induced electric fields
add up to a maximum in the region below the junction of the two
coils, thereby limiting the area in which the induced currents are
sufficient to significantly alter neuronal activity. The precise extent
of the cortical surface that is intensely stimulated has been debated,
but models and some experimental data on evoked responses suggest
that it is on the order of approximately 1 cm2 (Cowey & Walsh,
2000; Wagner et al., 2004).
Unfortunately, relatively little is known about the precise mechanisms of TMS activation of neural tissue in vivo. One study utilizing
extracellular recordings in the visual cortex of anesthetized cats
assessed the effects of single-pulse TMS on neuronal activity
(Moliadze et al., 2003) and demonstrated that a single TMS pulse
was associated with a strong facilitation of spontaneous and visualevoked spiking activity during the first 500 ms after the TMS pulse.
This was followed by a subsequent long-lasting (several seconds)
suppression of activity, the duration of which increased with
increasing stimulus strength. In another study utilizing different
TMS pulse trains (1–4 s, 1–8 Hz), TMS increased the spontaneous
activity for up to 60 s; in contrast, visual evoked responses were
significantly decreased for approximately 5 min (Allen et al., 2007).
A number of recent studies have evaluated the effect of TMS on motor
cortex during epidural recordings from human patients with electrodes
implanted in the spinal cord for treatment of chronic pain (for a
review, see Di Lazzaro et al., 2008). These studies have demonstrated
that the various TMS protocols all produce effects that are believed to
be mediated primarily via trans-synaptic intracortical pathways, rather
than by direct axonal activation. However, there continues to be
significant uncertainty regarding the precise cellular mechanisms by
which TMS exerts its effects. Furthermore, several studies have
suggested that the effects of single pulses of TMS are significantly
affected by the underlying pre-existing cortical state (Romei et al.,
2008; Silvanto & Pascual-Leone, 2008; Silvanto et al., 2008; Sauseng
et al., 2009; Thut et al., 2011). Consequently, the relationship
between the local effects of TMS and the network changes that result
remain almost entirely unknown. Despite this uncertainty, TMS
continues to be used to probe and to alter cortical excitability in a
variety of different experimental paradigms.
TMS of motor cortex produces muscle responses, termed motorevoked potentials (MEPs), which provide a particularly useful metric
for measuring cortical responses to TMS. MEP size varies with the
intensity of stimulus, with stronger TMS stimuli producing larger
MEPs (van der Kamp et al., 1996). TMS-evoked MEPs are also
facilitated if the subject voluntarily contracts the target muscle slightly
(Hess et al., 1986, 1987; Andersen et al., 1999). Another stimulation
paradigm, paired-pulse TMS, involves the application of a conditioning stimulus pulse prior to the test stimulus delivered, for example
over motor cortex. If the conditioning stimulus alters the MEP, then a

functional interaction between the target of the conditioning stimulus
and the location of the test stimulus is inferred.
Another important stimulation method is repetitive TMS (rTMS),
which involves the delivery of trains of TMS pulses, often at high
frequencies, to produce changes in cortical excitability that persist
beyond the duration of the stimulus. The mechanisms through which
these protocols alter excitability are unknown, but are believed to
involve processes similar to synaptic long-term potentiation and longterm depression (Fitzgerald et al., 2003). In one of the earliest studies
of the effects of rTMS, Pascual-Leone et al. (1994) demonstrated that
high-frequency (> 5 Hz) rTMS trains generally increased cortical
excitability, as measured via MEP size. Significantly, these effects
persisted for 3–4 min after the end of stimulation. In contrast, rTMS at
frequencies of 1 Hz or below generally decreases cortical excitability
(Chen et al., 1997). A recent review of studies of the effects of rTMS
on cortical excitability (as measured with simultaneous EEG) notes
that both low-frequency and high-frequency rTMS produce an
approximately 30% change in TMS-evoked response (depression
with low-frequency rTMS, and facilitation with high-frequency
rTMS), with the excitability changes persisting for a mean of about
30 min (Thut & Pascual-Leone, 2010). Significantly, however, one
study demonstrated that if an identical rTMS protocol was repeated on
consecutive days, the evoked change in cortical excitability was larger
on day 2, implying a carryover effect (Maeda et al., 2000). More
recently, Huang et al. (2005) developed a patterned repetitive
stimulation protocol to rapidly induce changes in cortical plasticity.
The ‘theta-burst’ rTMS stimulation paradigm consists of three pulses
at 50 Hz and intensity of 80% active motor threshold, repeated every
200 ms (i.e. at 5 Hz). In the continuous protocol, a 40-s train of
uninterrupted theta-burst stimulation was applied for a total of 600
pulses, resulting in a decrease in MEP amplitude of over 40%, with
suppression persisting for as long as 60 min. In the intermittent thetaburst protocol, a 2-s train of theta-burst stimulation was repeated every
10 s, also for a total of 600 pulses; the MEP amplitude was increased
by up to 75%, with the facilitation lasting for about 15–20 min. In the
studies of rTMS with EEG, theta-burst effects on evoked responses
persisted for up to 90 min, longer than for conventional (fixed-rate)
rTMS protocols (Thut & Pascual-Leone, 2010).

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)
In tDCS, static weak polarizing electrical currents applied to the scalp
penetrate cortical regions of the brain. These currents are believed to
preferentially modulate the activity of neurons with axons that are
oriented longitudinally in the plane of the applied electric field,
producing changes in the activity of individual cortical neurons
(Bindman et al., 1962; Creutzfeldt et al., 1962; Purpura & McMurtry,
1965). The induced changes in excitability occur primarily via
modulation of voltage-sensitive cation channels (Lopez et al., 1991).
Unlike TMS, tDCS does not directly induce cell firing, but rather
modulates neuronal activity. Anodal stimulation of the cortex
generally increases the excitability of underlying neurons by depolarizing cell membranes, while cathodal stimulation decreases cortical
excitability via hyperpolarization (although this is not always the case;
Creutzfeldt et al., 1962). More recent studies have combined tDCS
with single-pulse TMS to assess the excitability changes produced by
tDCS (Nitsche & Paulus, 2000, 2001; Nitsche et al., 2003, 2005).
These studies demonstrated that anodal tDCS significantly increases
the size of the TMS-evoked MEP, while cathodal tDCS decreases
MEP size. Furthermore, these excitability changes persisted after the
end of the tDCS stimulation, with the duration and magnitude of the
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effects varying as a function of the current intensity and duration of
tDCS (Nitsche & Paulus, 2000). A subsequent study demonstrated that
if tDCS is applied at 1 mA for at least 9 min, the induced excitability
changes after cessation of stimulation were long-lasting (90 min when
anodal tDCS was applied for 13 min) (Nitsche & Paulus, 2001). These
long-lasting changes are believed to occur at an intracortical level,
perhaps mediated through N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor activity
(Liebetanz et al., 2002; Nitsche et al., 2003, 2004a,b, 2005).

Transcranial brain stimulation and network analysis
As summarized above, much recent work has suggested that cognitive
functions are carried out by a dynamic network of interacting brain
regions. The integration of brain stimulation techniques and neuroimaging enables further identification and evaluation of these dynamic
network interactions. TMS changes neural activity directly in a
spatially and temporally focused manner. By studying how the
changes induced by TMS are then propagated throughout the rest of
the brain, the connectivity of the stimulated brain region can be
causally assessed, and the results compared with the findings of
traditional functional connectivity analysis (Pascual-Leone et al.,
2000; Paus, 2005; Lee et al., 2006; Bestmann et al., 2008; O’Shea
et al., 2008; Miniussi & Thut, 2010). Furthermore, because different
rTMS and tDCS protocols produce somewhat long-lasting changes in
neural activity in a relatively predictable manner, noninvasive brain
stimulation techniques permit the directed manipulation of neural
activity. The potential implications for our understanding and
treatment of network dysfunction in neuropsychiatric diseases are
significant.
TMS enables the assessment of dynamical changes in the interactions between cortical regions. One of the earliest uses of TMS
involved producing a ‘virtual lesion’ to assess the temporal relationship of involvement of different cortical regions in specific cognitive
functions (Walsh & Pascual-Leone, 2005). For example, Amassian
et al. (1989) demonstrated that TMS to the occipital pole was effective
in abolishing visual perception of a letter if the pulse was administered
between 80 and 100 ms after stimulus onset; pulses administered
significantly before or after this interval had no such effect. Such
studies can reveal surprising results. For example, Chambers et al.
(2004) demonstrated that the right angular gyrus is involved in the
reorienting of spatial attention at two distinctly different time points
(between 90 and 120 ms after stimulus onset, and again between 210
and 240 ms after stimulus onset), suggesting that the same cortical
region can be involved at different time points during a single task
(Chambers et al., 2004). Furthermore, experiments with TMS can
delineate the time-course of interactions between different cortical
regions. As an example, Silvanto et al. (2006) studied the effects of
single-pulse stimulation to the frontal eye fields (FEF) on the
excitability of area V5 ⁄ MT (as measured by phosphene threshold,
the minimum TMS intensity required to produce a phosphene). They
demonstrated that FEF stimulation 20–40 ms before stimulation of
area V5 ⁄ MT lowered the phosphene threshold significantly. Stimulation of the FEF at other time points had no such effects.
The paired-pulse technique has also been used to explore network
connectivity and interregional interactions, particularly in the motor
system (for a recent review, see Rothwell, 2011). For example, studies
have shown that a conditioning stimulus applied to one motor cortex
inhibits the response to a subsequent test stimulus delivered to the
contralateral motor cortex (Ferbert et al., 1992; Chen et al., 2003).
Similarly, TMS of motor cortex suppresses voluntary contraction of
the ipsilateral hand for a short period of time (Ferbert et al., 1992;

Meyer et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2003). In patients with agenesis of the
corpus callosum, no such inhibition was seen (Meyer et al., 1995).
Similarly, other studies have demonstrated that a conditioning TMS
pulse applied to the right dorsal premotor cortex affected the MEP
produced by stimulation of the contralateral primary motor cortex
(Mochizuki et al., 2004), helping to confirm that the premotor cortex
and motor cortex are functionally connected. In another paired-pulse
study exploring cortical processing, Pascual-Leone & Walsh (2001)
utilized paired-pulse protocols to demonstrate that backprojections
from area V5 to V1 are important in the perception and awareness of
visual motion.
Paired-pulse protocols can also be used to assess dynamic changes
in functional connectivity between brain regions. For example, in an
elegant experiment Davare et al. (2008) showed that a conditioning
stimulus applied to the ventral premotor cortex in the resting state
inhibited the subsequent MEP produced by a test stimulus to the
primary motor cortex. In contrast, if the conditioning stimulus was
applied during a precision grasping task, the subsequent TMS-evoked
MEP was facilitated, suggesting that the influence of ventral premotor
cortex on motor cortex varied as a function of the task state. Thus,
paired-pulse TMS can be used to elucidate the task-related dynamics
of interhemispheric functional connectivity.
The combination of TMS with other neuroimaging technologies
such as PET, EEG and fMRI is particularly promising for our
understanding of brain network interactions. Specifically, these
imaging techniques provide a richer and more sensitive toolbox for
assessing the results of brain stimulation, particularly in non-eloquent
areas. Furthermore, because neuroimaging data are amenable to
functional connectivity and network analysis techniques, the combination of brain stimulation and neuroimaging permits the study of the
effects of brain stimulation techniques on widespread networks
composed of a number of different cortical regions. In addition, the
time course of activity changes in these different regions can be used
to assess the causal relationship between them.
One seminal early study performed PET scanning while rTMS
trains of varying lengths were applied to the FEF (Paus et al., 1997)
to demonstrate a significant positive relationship between blood flow
and TMS in the region being stimulated (the left frontal FEF), as
well as in a number of distant cortical regions, including the left
medial parieto-occipital cortex, the bilateral superior parietal cortex
and the right supplementary eye field (Fig. 4). Thus, TMS produced
changes in cerebral blood flow not only at the site of stimulation, but
also in a distributed network of functionally connected regions. A
subsequent study showed that the pattern of blood flow changes
varies as a function of the stimulated region (Chouinard et al.,
2003): rTMS to premotor cortex modulated a widespread network,
including several regions in the prefrontal and parietal cortices; in
contrast, rTMS to motor cortex modulated activity in a smaller
number of brain regions, primarily confined to the cortical and
subcortical motor systems. More recent studies combining TMS with
fMRI have confirmed and extended the above findings, demonstrating that even subthreshold TMS can activate a widespread cortical
and subcortical network (Bestmann et al., 2003, 2004, 2005;
Fig. 5A).
Similarly, early studies combining TMS with EEG demonstrated
that single-pulse TMS to the motor cortex produced a complex
sequence of successive activations, with EEG activity changes under
the TMS coil occurring immediately, then spreading over a few
milliseconds to ipsilateral motor, premotor and parietal regions, and
then spreading several milliseconds later to the contralateral motor
cortex (Ilmoniemi et al., 1997; Komssi et al., 2002; Fig. 5B).
Subsequent studies utilizing fcEEG measures, such as coherence,
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Fig. 4. Brain regions with significant correlations between cerebral blood flow
(CBF) and the number of TMS pulse trains in a rTMS-PET study.
(A) Significant correlation in the stimulated area, the left frontal eye field
(FEF). (B) Significant correlation in a distant area, the ipsilateral parietooccipital (PO) region. Modified, with permission, from Paus et al. (1997).

have provided quantitative evidence that rTMS can alter the strength
of the connection between different cortical regions (Jing & Takigawa,
2000; Plewnia et al., 2008); the behavioral significance of these
changes is as yet unknown.
The combination of TMS with other technologies also permits more
sophisticated analysis of the dynamics of interactions between
different cortical regions. For example, in one novel study, the
TMS-evoked response was studied using functional connectivity
analysis of EEG data in the awake and sleeping state (Massimini
et al., 2005). The authors hypothesized that consciousness is based on
the brain’s ability to integrate information from disparate sources,
which in turn is contingent on effective connectivity between different
specialized regions of the thalamocortical system. As a consequence
of this hypothesis, the authors predicted that effective connectivity
decreases during sleep. To test this hypothesis, they applied singlepulse TMS to the frontal cortex of subjects in either wakefulness or
different sleep stages, and studied the resulting TMS-evoked potential
using EEG. The authors found that during wakefulness TMS induced
a sustained response of recurrent waves of activity, with the
underlying cortical currents shifting over time to different regions
across the cortex. In contrast, during non-REM sleep, TMS induced a
much larger immediate local response that then terminated rapidly.
Furthermore, the TMS-evoked potential was confined to the region of
stimulation, and did not propagate to any other cortical region (Fig. 6).
These results thus supported the hypothesis that the loss of

consciousness during sleep is associated with a breakdown in effective
connectivity between different cortical regions. A recent follow-up
study utilizing TMS demonstrated a similar breakdown in effective
connectivity during the loss of consciousness induced by midazolam
anesthesia (Ferrarelli et al., 2010).
Such combined-modality studies permit analysis of precisely how
different regions interact. Because the TMS pulse produces a change
in brain activity at a particular place and time, various techniques that
assess how that change is propagated through the brain can be used to
assess metrics of effective connectivity. For example, in a recent
study, TMS was applied to the left motor hand region while brain
activity was imaged with PET (Laird et al., 2008). Structural equation
modeling was then applied to the PET data to evaluate the
connectivity, focusing on regions known to be activated during
TMS to motor cortex. As TMS was being applied to a single (known)
location at a specific time point, the sequence and direction of
interactions with other cortical regions could be precisely delineated,
permitting the construction of a detailed activity-path model. Following TMS of left motor cortex, activity initially propagated to five
regions: the supplementary motor area, the cingulate gyrus, the left
ventral nucleus of the thalamus, the right secondary somatosensory
cortex and the right cerebellum. From these initial points, activity then
propagated through a number of additional regions (Fig. 7).
Combined-modality studies involving TMS can also be used to
assess how neural functional connectivity changes during different
cognitive tasks and after various interventions. In one recent study
combining TMS and EEG, single-pulse TMS was applied to the
human FEF while subjects performed either a face discrimination or
motion discrimination task (Morishima et al., 2009). Notably, there
was a significant difference between the two tasks in the TMS eventrelated potentials in the right parieto-occipital region. Furthermore, the
TMS pulse during the motion task preferentially activated a current
source in the region corresponding to area MT (known from fMRI
studies to be involved in motion perception), while the fusiform face
area was the preferential source of the currents evoked by the TMS
pulse during the face task. Taken together, these results suggest that
the activity provoked by FEF TMS propagated along different
pathways depending on which visual task was being performed, and
that the functional connectivity of the FEF varied dynamically as a
function of the task parameters.

Brain stimulation techniques and network analysis in
neuropsychiatric disease
There has been an explosion of recent research suggesting that the
pathophysiology underlying a variety of different neuropsychiatric
disease states is a network phenomenon. Despite this, the findings of
studies of traditional EEG, fMRI and PET functional connectivity
networks have had limited application in clinical neuropsychiatry, for
reasons that could be substantially addressed by combining them with
brain stimulation techniques. The reasons why traditional neuroimaging network techniques have not been clinically useful to date
include: (i) the specific alterations in network connectivity that have
been identified in different disease states tend to vary considerably
across studies and depending on the precise analysis technique
utilized, and therefore reliable and consistent EEG ⁄ fMRI network
biomarkers of disease and recovery are not currently available. (ii)
The techniques currently used in EEG, fMRI and PET functional
connectivity studies are essentially correlational, and the interactions
they identify have not been validated in experiments that directly
manipulate neural activity. Consequently, while various techniques
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Fig. 5. BOLD fMRI and EEG responses to TMS. (A) Bold fMRI response to rTMS of left dorsal premotor cortex. Six transverse sections showing activity changes
in the cingulate gyrus, ventral premotor cortex, auditory cortex, caudate nucleus, left posterior temporal lobe, medial geniculate and cerebellum. Modified, with
permission, from Bestmann et al. (2005). (B) EEG response to single-pulse stimulation of left sensorimotor cortex. Top panels: scalp potential with head shown as a
two-dimensional projection. The contour lines depict constant potentials; positive potentials are red, negative potentials are blue. Bottom panels: current-density
distributions: the calculated current-density at each time point is depicted as a percentage of the maximum current-density at that time point. For this subject, at
11 ms, the activation had spread from below the coil center to involve the surrounding frontal and parietal cortices. Contralateral activation emerged at 22 ms, and
peaked at 24 ms. Modified, with permission, from Komssi et al. (2002).

may identify correlated activity between two different cortical
regions, a direct interaction between the two can only be confirmed
by direct and focal stimulation that changes the activity of one of the
regions. (iii) Therapeutic interventions that modulate neural networks
in a specific and targeted fashion have not been developed, as most
traditional pharmaceutical measures modulate the activity of entire
networks rather than by targeting specific dysfunctional nodes or
connections.

The integration of brain stimulation techniques with traditional
neuroimaging network analysis provides a unique set of tools to
potentially address all of these issues. By studying the distributed
changes in brain activity that can be produced by focal transcranial
brain stimulation, the connectivity pathways identified by traditional
network analysis techniques can be validated in both normal subjects
and in different disease states. Furthermore, by directly changing the
activity of a single region in a controlled manner, brain stimulation
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Fig. 6. Spatiotemporal TMS-evoked current maps during wakefulness and NREM sleep in two subjects. The black traces represent the global mean field power at
each time point; when the black line is above the horizontal yellow line, the global power of the evoked field was significantly higher (> 6 SD) than the mean
prestimulus level. For each significant time sample, maximum current sources were plotted on the cortical surface and color-coded according to their latency of
activation (light blue, 0 ms; red, 300 ms). The yellow cross indicates the location of the TMS target on the cortical surface. Modified, with permission from,
Massimini et al. (2005).

techniques enable the identification of causal interactions between
different cortical areas. As such, their use has added significantly to
our understanding of the pathophysiology of cortical networks in
various disease states.
Because transcranial brain stimulation techniques provide a means
to modulate cortical activity in a noninvasive, safe and targeted
fashion, they have naturally come under investigation as potentially
useful therapeutic tools. Although the application of these approaches
in the therapeutic realm is still in its preliminary stages, early results
are promising. In this section, we use the examples of motor recovery
after stroke, depression and schizophrenia to illustrate how transcranial brain stimulation techniques can be used to explore and modify
cortical networks in various disease states.
Motor recovery after stroke
Stroke, once the prime example of how a focal brain lesion can lead to
a neurological deficit, is being increasingly recognized as a disorder of
interacting brain networks (Grefkes et al., 2008; Carter et al., 2010;
van Meer et al., 2010). Hemiparesis has been related to reduced
interhemispheric connectivity during rest (Carter et al., 2010), as well
as reduced effective connectivity between the supplementary motor
area and primary motor area (M1) during hand movements, both of
which are correlated with the severity of the movement deficit
(Grefkes et al., 2008). Neglect has been related to decreased
connectivity within the dorsal and ventral attention networks (He
et al., 2007b; Carter et al., 2010). Not only does the severity of
neglect correlate with these connectivity abnormalities, but recovery
of neglect over time is associated with restoration of normal
connectivity patterns (He et al., 2007b). Similarly, EEG studies have
demonstrated changes in functional connectivity within both the
ipsilesional hemisphere and the contralesional hemisphere (as well as
the connections between them) after ischemic stroke (Gerloff et al.,
2006; Zhu et al., 2009).
Experiments utilizing TMS have provided insight into the network
mechanisms of stroke recovery, as well as factors that may inhibit this
process. Intriguingly, studies using paired-pulse TMS have demonstrated that in cortical strokes, short-interval intracortical inhibition is
decreased in the acute stage, whereas intracortical facilitation is
unchanged, suggesting that the balance of excitability in these cortical
circuits is shifted towards excitation (Cicinelli et al., 1997; Liepert

et al., 2000a,b; Manganotti et al., 2002; Nardone & Tezzon, 2002).
However, other studies have demonstrated that the cortical silent
period is initially prolonged, suggesting increased inhibition (Braune
& Fritz, 1995; Traversa et al., 1997; Ahonen et al., 1998; Liepert
et al., 2000a; Nardone & Tezzon, 2002); this prolongation normalizes
with clinical recovery (Cicinelli et al., 1997; Classen et al., 1997;
Traversa et al., 1997; Byrnes et al., 2001). Stroke patients undergoing
rehabilitation also demonstrate an increase in the number of cortical
sites from where an MEP of the paretic hand can be obtained
(Traversa et al., 1997; Liepert et al., 1998, 2000b; Wittenberg et al.,
2003). Another study demonstrated that TMS pulses to ipsilesional
dorsal premotor cortex can produce much greater delays in reaction
time in stroke patients with infarcts in motor cortex but preserved
premotor cortices than in healthy controls (Fridman et al., 2004).
Furthermore, TMS to the premotor cortex in the intact cortex
produces MEPs in the ipsilateral (paretic) hand (Caramia et al.,
2000), suggesting that the contralesional premotor cortex also plays a
role in motor activation after stroke. The importance of the
contralesional hemisphere was also demonstrated in a study by Lotze
et al. (2006), who evaluated the impact of inhibitory rTMS to various
locations in the contralesional hemisphere in patients who had
recovered fully from subcortical strokes. They found that stimulation
of the contralesional M1, dorsal premotor cortex and superior parietal
lobule all produced significant decreases in performance of motor
tasks by the ipsilateral hand (that was affected by the stroke). Taken
together, these studies suggest that the excitability of the lesioned
hemisphere is altered after a stroke, and non-primary motor cortices
can be recruited to compensate for the decrease in motor cortex
activity.
TMS in combination with neuroimaging techniques can be used to
study the dynamic mechanisms that the brain utilizes to compensate
for focal disruptions in activity. In one elegant study, O’Shea et al.
(2007) used rTMS to induce mild, transient disruptions to a focal
cortical region, and then used fMRI to study compensatory changes in
the brain. They focused on the left dorsal premotor region, which
shows increased activation after motor stroke and is involved in action
selection. Inhibitory rTMS applied to the left dorsal premotor cortex
initially resulted in a disruption in performance on an action selection
task. However, within a few minutes, performance returned
to baseline. fMRI demonstrated that during task performance prior
to rTMS, blood flow increased to a left-hemisphere-dominant
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Fig. 7. Connectivity of left M1 hand region, based on structural equation
modeling of PET data after TMS. TMS is applied to the left primary motor cortex,
and blood flow changes examined with PET. The connectivity is determined
using structural equation modeling in regions of interest based on the timing of
activity changes in these different regions. The pink connections are the first-order
paths, where the TMS ‘signal’ propagates immediately after motor cortex
stimulation. The second-order paths, where the activity changes propagate from
the first-order regions, are illustrated in green. The third-order paths are shown in
blue. Regions are as follows: LMI, left primary sensorimotor cortex; LTHvpl, left
ventral posterolateral nucleus of the thalamus; LTHvl, left ventral lateral nucleus
of the thalamus; LPPC, left posterior parietal cortex; LPMv, left ventral premotor
area; Cing, cingulate gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; RSII, right
secondary somatosensory cortex; LSII, left secondary somatosensory cortex;
RTHvl, right ventrolateral thalamus; Rcer, right cerebellum. Modified, with
permission, from Laird et al. (2008).

premotor–parietal network. fMRI several minutes after rTMS of the
left premotor cortex, after behavioral performance had recovered to
baseline, demonstrated increased activation in the right premotor
cortex, left supplementary motor area and bilateral cingulate motor
areas (Fig. 8). Thus, recovery of task performance was associated with
increased activity in multiple other cortical regions. These compensatory increases in activity were not seen when subjects performed a
control motor task that did not involve the left premotor cortex, and
these changes were also not seen when rTMS was applied to primary
motor cortex, suggesting that the observed changes were occurring in
a task- and region-specific manner. To show that this compensatory
activity in right premotor cortex is behaviorally relevant, TMS was
then also applied to the right premotor cortex. TMS to the right
premotor cortex alone had no effect on task performance, suggesting
that right premotor cortex is usually not critical for task performance.
However, if right premotor cortex was stimulated after rTMS of left
premotor cortex, task performance was impaired. Thus, the results
suggest that the compensatory increase in right premotor activity seen
after inhibitory rTMS of left premotor cortex is causally involved in
behavioral recovery, a finding with significant clinical implications for
motor recovery after stroke.

Similarly, another important TMS ⁄ PET study (Chouinard et al.,
2006) explored the effects of physical therapy on brain connectivity,
as measured via TMS-induced blood flow changes in the resting state.
The authors applied rTMS trains to both ipsilesional and contralesional M1, before and after 3 weeks of constraint-induced movement
therapy. Improvements in motor performance were negatively correlated with local cerebral blood flow changes when rTMS was
delivered to both ipsilesional and contralesional M1. There were also
changes in the cerebral blood flow response to rTMS in the cingulate
motor area, basal ganglia and thalamus that correlated with motor
performance. Thus, the authors utilized the combination of brain
stimulation and PET to demonstrate that the motor performance
changes produced by physical therapy are associated with changes in
cortical effective connectivity.
Another clinically significant study assessed the impact of interhemispheric inhibition from the unaffected hemisphere to the affected
hemisphere. In normal subjects, the amount of transcallosal inhibition
from the ‘resting’ hemisphere to the ‘active’ hemisphere initially
decreases and then becomes facilitation just before movement onset
(stimulation of one hemisphere leads to a larger response in contralateral
stimulation); however, in stroke patients, interhemispheric inhibition
remained significant (Murase et al., 2004). Furthermore, the degree of
interhemispheric inhibition to the lesioned cortex was correlated with
slower performance on a finger-tapping task. Based on these results,
the authors postulated that inhibition from the unaffected hemisphere
might actually inhibit motor activity from the lesioned hemisphere
after stroke.
These and other studies have motivated research investigating the
therapeutic potential of noninvasive brain stimulation techniques in
stroke recovery. A number of proof-of-principle therapeutic trials have
been completed, with the results suggesting that excitatory brain
stimulation to the lesioned hemisphere, or inhibitory brain stimulation
to the unaffected hemisphere, may have beneficial effects in promoting recovery after stroke (Murase et al., 2004; Fregni et al., 2005,
2006a; Hummel et al., 2005; Khedr et al., 2005; Takeuchi et al.,
2005; Kirton et al., 2008; Nowak et al., 2009; Emara et al., 2010).
In a particularly intriguing recent study, Grefkes et al. (2010)
utilized fMRI and functional connectivity analysis techniques to
explore the network changes produced by rTMS of the contralesional
hemisphere in stroke patients. This study was motivated by previous
work that demonstrated significant disturbances in the effective
connectivity between different cortical regions in stroke patients:
reduced coupling between ipsilesional SMA and M1, reduced
coupling between the bilateral SMAs, and increased interhemispheric
inhibition from contralesional M1 to ipsilesional M1 during movements with the paretic hand (Grefkes et al., 2008). Interestingly, the
weaker the coupling between ipsilesional SMA and M1, and the
greater the interhemispheric inhibition from contralesional M1 to
ipsilesional M1, the worse the performance was in the paretic hand.
After 1-Hz rTMS to the contralesional cortex, motor performance of
the paretic hand improved. rTMS was also associated with an increase
in the endogenous coupling of ipsilesional SMA and M1, and with a
significant decrease of the pathologic inhibition from contralesional
M1 to ipsilesional M1 with movement of the paretic hand. The
magnitude of the reduction in this pathologic inhibition was correlated
with the degree of improvement in motor performance of the paretic
hand (Grefkes et al., 2010). Thus, this study demonstrated that rTMS
might promote more efficient network interactions in both ipsilesional
and contralesional cortex. The techniques utilized in this study hold
significant potential for understanding how brain stimulation techniques affect cortical networks, and thus should enable the development of more effective therapeutic protocols.
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Fig. 8. Compensatory activation increases in the action selection network after left dorsal premotor cortex rTMS. A 1-Hz (inhibitory) rTMS of left dorsal premotor
cortex results in increased activation (BOLD signal) most prominently in right dorsal premotor cortex (rPMd) and right cingulate motor area (rCMA). Changes were
also seen in the left supplementary motor area (lSMA), the left cingulate motor area (lCMA) and right primary motor cortex (rM1). The figures show the mean
percentage BOLD signal change (% BSC) when subjects performed the action selection (black bars) or the control action execution (white bars) tasks. Note that the
TMS-induced activation increases occur only with action selection. Modified, with permission, from O’Shea et al. (2007).

Depression
Similar to stroke, psychiatric diseases including depression and
schizophrenia are being increasingly viewed as network disorders

involving abnormal interactions between multiple brain regions.
However, unlike stroke, the regions and networks involved are not
immediately obvious using routine clinical imaging. Although this
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has led to great interest in the potential of functional connectivity for
revealing previously hidden pathology, there has been a large degree
of heterogeneity in the networks of interest and results (Greicius,
2008; Fox & Greicius, 2010; Zhang & Raichle, 2010). Early
neuroimaging studies suggested that one of the changes seen in
depressed subjects is a relative hypoactivity of the left dorsal
prefrontal cortex (Baxter et al., 1989; Martinot et al., 1990; Drevets,
2000), with a normalization of activity accompanying response to
treatment (Bench et al., 1995; Mayberg et al., 2000). More recent
studies using functional connectivity techniques have focused on the
subgenual cingulate cortex (Mayberg et al., 2005), dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (for example see Seminowicz et al., 2004) and
the default-mode network (DMN). Reported functional connectivity
abnormalities include decreased corticolimbic connectivity (especially with the dorsal anterior cingulate), increased connectivity
within the DMN, especially in the subgenual prefrontal cortex, and
decreased connectivity between DMN and caudate (Seminowicz
et al., 2004; Anand et al., 2005a,b, 2009; Greicius et al., 2007;
Bluhm et al., 2009b; James et al., 2009). Increased subbgenual
connectivity has been related to depression severity (Greicius et al.,
2007), and algorithms based on functional connectivity can distinguish between depressed and control subjects (Craddock et al.,
2009) and predict treatment response (Seminowicz et al., 2004).
Similarly, EEG functional connectivity studies have suggested a role
for a pathological global increase in functional connectivity within
alpha and theta frequency bands (Fingelkurts et al., 2007), and that
functional networks during sleep are topologically different in
acutely depressed patients vs. normal controls (Leistedt et al.,
2009). Most intriguingly, a recent analysis applying graph theoretic
techniques to resting-state fMRI functional connectivity data demonstrated a significant decrease in mean path length in depressed
patients, primarily due to an increase in functional connectivity
within a network comprising several DMN regions (Zhang et al.,
2011).
To date, the strongest support for noninvasive brain stimulation
techniques in clinical neuropsychiatry (and the only US Food and
Drug Administration-approved therapeutic indication) comes from the
treatment of certain forms of medication-resistant depression. The
potential utility of brain stimulation techniques for treating depression
was illustrated in several early studies that demonstrated that rTMS to
prefrontal cortex had effects on mood (George et al., 1996; PascualLeone et al., 1996b). Based on these findings, one early study
conducted a trial of daily high-frequency vs. sham rTMS to left or
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, with each site stimulated for five
consecutive days (Pascual-Leone et al., 1996a); they showed that
only high-frequency rTMS to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
significantly improved depression scores, with the effects lasting for
approximately 2 weeks. A large number of subsequent trials have
been carried out, with the majority finding high-frequency rTMS to
the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to be effective in relieving
symptoms of depression. Several studies have also looked at the
effects of low-frequency (inhibitory) rTMS to the right prefrontal
cortex, with most finding that inhibitory rTMS to the right prefrontal
cortex is also efficacious in the treatment of depression (Klein et al.,
1999; Januel et al., 2006; O’Reardon et al., 2007). A recent metaanalysis combined randomized trial data from 38 studies with a total
of 1383 patients (Slotema et al., 2010); 28 ⁄ 34 studies demonstrated a
benefit with rTMS, with a mean weighted effect size (mean
difference ⁄ standard deviation) for all studies of 0.55 (P < 0.001).
The single largest randomized placebo-controlled trial conducted to
date involved the application of high-frequency (10 Hz) rTMS to the
left prefrontal cortex, in daily sessions occurring five times a week for

a maximum of 30 sessions over 6 weeks (O’Reardon et al., 2007).
The authors found that active rTMS was consistently and significantly
superior to sham treatment on a variety of different outcome
measures.
The neural mechanisms by which rTMS modulates depression are
unknown, but two (non-exclusive) hypotheses are that (i) rTMS
directly modulates activity (e.g. via synaptic plasticity mechanisms) in
the frontocingulate network that is associated with depression, or (ii)
rTMS may facilitate monoaminergic transmission, with a likely
diverse impact on the neurochemical milieu (Paus & Barrett, 2004).
Indeed, several studies have suggested that prefrontal rTMS affects
serotonin synthesis and dopamine release in a number of other
cortical regions (Pogarell et al., 2006; Sibon et al., 2007; Cho &
Strafella, 2009). To explore how rTMS of frontal cortex affects
cortical activity in other regions, Paus et al. (2001) conducted a study
combining rTMS of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex with PET. Intriguingly, the authors demonstrated that an initial test stimulus (doublepulse TMS) caused decreased blood flow in both the area being
stimulated and in a number of other regions (including the anterior
cingulate, implicated in the functional connectivity studies above).
After excitatory rTMS, the same double-pulse TMS now caused an
increase in blood flow in the same regions, thereby demonstrating that
rTMS modulates activity in a widespread cortical network. Another
study evaluated changes in regional blood flow in depressed patients
after ten daily treatments of either 20- or 1-Hz rTMS to the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Speer et al., 2000). As predicted,
20-Hz rTMS increased blood flow in a widespread network including
the L > R prefrontal cortex, the L > R cingulate gyrus, limbic cortex,
thalamus and cerebellum (Fig. 9). In contrast, low-frequency rTMS
caused significant decreases in blood flow in right prefrontal cortex,
left mesial temporal lobe, left basal ganglia and left amygdala.
Importantly, patients whose mood improved after 20-Hz rTMS had
worsening of their mood after 1-Hz rTMS – and for uncertain
reasons, the reverse pattern was also observed in some patients. In a
follow-up study (Speer et al., 2009), it was demonstrated that
depressed patients with global baseline hypoperfusion had improvement after 20-Hz rTMS and worsening after 1-Hz rTMS; conversely,
patients with hyperperfusion in specific cortical regions showed
improvement after 1-Hz rTMS (no relationship was found for 20-Hz
rTMS in this subpopulation). Another study looking at blood flow
changes after rTMS also demonstrated relatively increased blood flow
in prefrontal cortex after high-frequency stimulation, and relatively
decreased blood flow after low-frequency stimulation (Loo et al.,
2003). However, the pattern of changes in other cortical regions after
high- or low-frequency rTMS was complex, with increases in some
regions and decreases in others. Fregni et al. (2006b) used singlephoton emission computed tomography to study the effects of rTMS
of left prefrontal cortex vs. a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(fluoxetine) in patients with Parkinson’s disease and comorbid
depression. rTMS produced blood flow changes in a widespread
cortical network involving the prefrontal and temporal cortices, as
well as the posterior cingulate. Importantly, the clinical improvement
in depression was significantly correlated with the rTMS-induced
blood flow changes. Thus, these studies all demonstrated that
prefrontal rTMS modulates the activity of a widespread network
involving regions known from prior functional connectivity studies to
be involved in depression. These studies also suggest that rTMS may
exert its effects via a normalization of abnormal network activity.
Approaches combining noninvasive brain stimulation with neurophysiologic and neuroimaging functional network analysis promise to
enable more individually tailored stimulation protocols that may
enhance the efficacy of rTMS.
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Fig. 9. Changes in cerebral blood flow after rTMS for treatment of depression. The figure shows the significant increases in absolute regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF), relative to the pretreatment baseline, 72 h after 2 weeks of 20-Hz rTMS at 100% of motor threshold over the left prefrontal cortex in a group of ten depressed
patients. A statistical parametric map shows voxels that occur within significant clusters and is color coded according to their raw P value. Increases in rCBF are
displayed with a red–orange–yellow color scale. The number in the top right corner of each horizontal section (top two rows) indicates its position in mm with
respect to the anterior commissure (AC)–posterior commissure plane. A 20-Hz rTMS resulted in widespread increases in rCBF in the following regions: prefrontal
cortex (L > R), cingulate gyrus (L >> R), bilateral insula, basal ganglia, uncus, hippocampus, parahippocampus, thalamus, cerebellum and left amygdale. Modified,
with permission, from Speer et al. (2000).

Schizophrenia
Functional connectivity abnormalities in schizophrenia have
received even more attention than depression, but with the result
of even greater heterogeneity in the reported abnormalities (Greicius, 2008; Fox & Greicius, 2010; Zhang & Raichle, 2010).
Reported functional connectivity abnormalities include decreased
correlations between the left temporoparietal junction and the right
homotope of Broca, decreased or increased correlations within the
DMN, and decreased, increased or unchanged correlations and
anticorrelations between the DMN and other systems (Liang et al.,
2006; Liu et al., 2006, 2008; Bluhm et al., 2007, 2009a; Salvador
et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Jafri et al., 2008; Whitfield-Gabrieli
et al., 2009; Vercammen et al., 2010a). Decreased correlations
between activity in the posterior cingulate cortex and the rest of the
DMN have been related to the severity of positive symptoms
(Bluhm et al., 2007), while reduced coupling between the left
temporoparietal junction and the bilateral anterior cingulate as well
as the bilateral amygdala was associated with worse auditory
hallucinations (Vercammen et al., 2010a). With regard to the
underlying cerebral pathology, the most consistent abnormalities
have been noted in the posterior superior temporal cortex of the
dominant left hemisphere. However, structural ⁄ functional abnormalities have also been noted in a distributed network of brain
regions, including Broca’s area and the amygdala–hippocampal
network (Allen et al., 2008). fcEEG analysis has suggested that in
schizophrenic patients, brain networks resemble random graphs,
with relatively small ratios of clustering-coefficients (local efficiency) to path-length values, compared with the larger ratios
characteristic of the small-world networks which are seen in healthy
controls (Micheloyannis et al., 2006a; Rubinov et al., 2009),
suggesting a relative breakdown of local processing efficiency.

Thus, while neuroimaging techniques have indicated that there are
significant alterations in functional connectivity in schizophrenic
patients, the precise abnormalities and their relationship to disease
expression are uncertain. For this reason, over the past decade there
have been a number of studies utilizing brain stimulation techniques to
explore some of these altered connectivity patterns and to treat the
associated symptoms. The current data suggest that low-frequency
rTMS to the left temporo-parietal junction is useful in the treatment of
auditory hallucinations, while high-frequency stimulation of the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may be beneficial for treatment of
negative symptoms (Freitas et al., 2009; Dlabac-de Lange et al.,
2010; Matheson et al., 2010).
One recent study (Horacek et al., 2007) combined brain imaging
with PET and EEG analysis in patients receiving rTMS for auditory
hallucinations. Importantly, PET and EEG were done in the resting
state before and after rTMS therapy, which consisted of ten 20-min
sessions of rTMS at 0.9 Hz delivered to the left temporoparietal
region. The authors found that rTMS significantly improved auditory
hallucinations. Analysis of the PET data revealed that rTMS caused a
pronounced decrease in metabolic activity in the left temporal cortex
and cerebellum, and an increase in metabolism in the bilateral middle
frontal gyrus and in the right temporo-occipital cortex, suggesting that
the improvement in auditory hallucinations might be secondary to a
relative increase in frontal executive control and interhemispheric
inhibition from the contralateral cortex. The authors then explored
how the metabolism of different brain regions covaried with
metabolism in the left superior temporal gyrus. Prior to rTMS,
metabolism within the left superior temporal gyrus was positively
correlated with a large distributed network including the bilateral
temporal cortices and anterior cingulate, and negatively correlated
with a number of regions including the inferior parietal lobule,
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precuneus and primary sensorimotor cortices. After rTMS, the size of
both the positive and the negatively correlated regions decreased,
suggesting that rTMS was decreasing the functional connectivity of
the stimulated region (Fig. 10). The EEG analysis revealed increased
delta power in the anterior cingulate bilaterally, and decreased beta
power in the left temporal cortex. Intriguingly, beta activity was
increased in the contralateral (right) temporal lobe and inferior parietal
lobule, again raising the possibility of increased interhemispheric
inhibition to the pathologically hyperactive cortex. Thus, this study
also supported the notion that rTMS alters activity in a widespread
cortical network, with the pattern of changes (a decrease in functional
connectivity from the left temporoparietal junction and an increase in
functional connectivity in the contralateral cortex and frontal areas),
suggesting a mechanism for observed behavioral effects. A more
recent study using resting-state fMRI (Vercammen et al., 2010b) also
found that rTMS altered brain connectivity by significantly increasing
the functional connectivity between the targeted left temporo-parietal
junction and the right insula. However, there was no change in the
strength of the specific connections that were previously shown to be
correlated with symptom severity (Vercammen et al., 2010a), suggesting that further work needs to be done to determine the role of
these different interactions in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.
A complementary study by Fitzgerald et al. (2007) combined rTMS
with fMRI to evaluate the effects of 1-Hz rTMS for the treatment of
auditory hallucinations on verbal task-induced brain activation. They
scanned three patients while performing a word generation task,
before and after receiving rTMS. Four control subjects were also
scanned during task performance (but did not receive rTMS). The
authors found that hallucination severity was substantially reduced in
all three patients, with increases in task-evoked brain activity noted in
various brain areas including the left temporoparietal junction, the left
frontal-precentral cortex and the left inferior frontal gyrus. There was
also a significant decrease in task-evoked activity in the right middle
occipital gyrus. Intriguingly, before treatment patients showed
decreased task-evoked activation compared with controls in a number
of cortical regions, including bilateral anterior cingulate, left fronto-

temporal regions and left frontal–precentral gyrus. Following rTMS,
the areas of reduced activation (in comparison with controls) were
significantly smaller, suggesting a normalization of pathologic
distributed networks.
A recent study combining TMS with simultaneous EEG also
showed intriguing network pathology in schizophrenic patients
(Ferrarelli et al., 2008). The authors applied single TMS pulses to
the right premotor cortex, and assessed differences in the resulting
TMS-evoked potential between schizophrenic patients and healthy
controls. They found that the total brain activation evoked by TMS, as
measured via the global mean-field power, was significantly decreased
for schizophrenic patients between 12 and 100 ms after each stimulus
pulse, with the maximum decrease occurring at the peaks of two TMSevoked gamma oscillations, 22 and 55 ms after the TMS pulse. In
schizophrenic patients, the amplitude of these peaks was significantly
reduced in a subset of frontocentral electrodes (Fig. 11). The authors
then demonstrated that this decrease was due to both decreased
amplitude and decreased phase-locking of the TMS-evoked gamma
activity. Using source analysis techniques the authors demonstrated
that in healthy subjects, the current maxima shifted rapidly from
premotor cortex to right sensorimotor cortex and then left premotor
and sensorimotor regions, whereas, in schizophrenic patients, cortical
activation was more localized, shifting slowly between premotor and
motor areas along the midline. Taken together, these results suggest
that effective connectivity in schizophrenic patients is impaired,
especially with regards to the capacity to produce and synchronize
gamma activity. These results mesh well with the findings of
Fitzgerald et al. (2007) and Vercammen et al. (2010a), which also
suggested decreased functional connectivity.

Brain stimulation techniques and advanced network
analyses
Recent studies have begun to integrate brain stimulation techniques
with some of the more advanced network analysis techniques,
including resting-state network analysis and graph theoretic analysis.

A

B

Fig. 10. Changes in covariation between brain regions after rTMS treatment for auditory hallucinations in schizophrenic patients. Low-frequency (0.9 Hz) rTMS
was applied to the left temporoparietal region. The figure shows the positive (black) and negative (gray) covariation between mean FDG uptake in the left superior
temporal cortex before (A) and after (B) rTMS treatment. Before rTMS, there was positive covariation with a large cluster consisting of the bilateral inferior, middle
and superior temporal gyri, parahippocampal gyrus, uncus, insula, anterior cingulate and left fusiform gyrus. Negative covariation was seen with the right inferior
parietal lobule, precuneus, postcentral and precentral gyrus, and left precentral gyrus, superior frontal gyrus and precuneus. After rTMS, the regions of both positive
and negative covariation were diminished in size. Modified, with permission, from Horacek et al. (2007).
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Fig. 11. EEG response to TMS stimulation in schizophrenic patients and
healthy controls. (A) The global mean field power derived from all 60
electrodes. Relative to controls (blue), the global mean field power was
decreased in schizophrenic patients (red) between 12 and 100 ms following
TMS (pink area). The decrease peaked at 22 and 55 ms. (B) The electrode
topography of the two peaks, demonstrating the electrodes with significantly
different TMS-induced activity between healthy subjects and controls (blue
electrodes). There are four centrally located electrodes with differential activity
at 22 ms, and six electrodes (three central, three frontal) with differential
activity at 55 ms. (C) Grand averages for a significant electrode (blue diamond)
and nonsignificant electrode (gray diamond) in schizophrenic patients (red) and
controls (blue). Modified with permission from Ferrarelli et al. (2008).

For example, default-mode network activity was assessed after sham
and real low-frequency rTMS to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (van der
Werf et al., 2010). The authors demonstrated that real rTMS decreased
the default-mode network activity in the lateral temporal cortices and
bilateral hippocampi as compared with sham, while increasing activity
in the right caudate nucleus. Another recent study (Eldaief et al.,
2011) demonstrated the ability of brain stimulation techniques to
inform the results of these new neuroimaging network analysis
techniques. rTMS was applied at low and high frequencies (on
separate days) to the left inferior parietal lobule, an integral component
of the default-mode network, to study the effect on functional
connectivity with the other elements of the default-mode network.
Following low-frequency (1 Hz) stimulation, functional connectivity
between the targeted region and the bilateral hippocampal formations
was significantly increased. However, following high-frequency
stimulation, functional connectivity with the hippocampal formation
was essentially unchanged, while functional connectivity with the
medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex and contralateral
inferior parietal lobule was decreased. Thus, while traditional fMRI
resting state analysis suggested that the default-mode network
comprised an integrated system encompassing all of these regions,
the perturbational approach enabled by TMS demonstrated that the
default-mode network may actually comprise two distinct subsystems.
Given the abnormal resting state networks identified in psychiatric
diseases such as major depression (Greicius et al., 2007; Sheline

et al., 2009), and the clinical utility of rTMS as a treatment for
depression (see above), this study has important theoretical and
practical implications.
Recent work has also begun to utilize the tools of graph theoretic
analysis to characterize the effects of brain stimulation techniques on
cortical network topology. Polanı́a et al. (2011a) applied facilitatory
anodal tDCS to the left primary motor cortex with the cathode situated
over the contralateral orbit, and applied real vs. sham stimulation.
EEG was recorded before and after tDCS, during both resting state and
performance of a simple motor task, and fcEEG between all electrode
pairs was assessed using the synchronization likelihood connectivity
measure (Stam & van Dijk, 2002). The authors demonstrated that in
the resting state networks, tDCS produced an increase in synchronization between the frontal areas within multiple frequency bands.
A comparison of brain activity during performance of the motor task
demonstrated increased synchronization within parieto-occipital and
frontal regions of the left hemisphere in the h and a bands, no change
in the b and low-c bands, and increased synchronization within the left
premotor, motor and sensorimotor regions in the high-c range. There
was also significant interhemispheric desynchronization in the a, b and
high-c bands (Fig. 12). Another study combining left motor tDCS
with fMRI resting state activity analysis (Polanı́a et al., 2011b)
showed increased connectivity within the left posterior cingulate
cortex and the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and an increase in
mean path length within the left sensorimotor cortex. Intriguingly,
seeded functional connectivity analysis of the left sensorimotor cortex
revealed increased functional connectivity with left motor and
premotor cortex, and with part of the superior parietal cortex, and
no regions of decreased functional connectivity, suggesting that the
increase in path length may be due to a strengthening of the motor
network at the relative (but not absolute) expense of connections with
other parts of the cortex. Functional connectivity analysis of the right
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex showed increased connectivity with the
right anterior insula, while that of the posterior cingulate demonstrated
activation within regions corresponding to the default-mode network.
Thus, these studies together demonstrate that tDCS produces widespread changes in the topology of brain functional connectivity, and
that these changes can be studied using the tools developed for
analysis of fMRI and EEG functional connectivity networks.
The finding that brain stimulation techniques modify the activity of
entire networks argues against the view that noninvasive brain
stimulation techniques produce largely locally restricted modifications
in cortical excitability. Rather, noninvasive brain stimulation techniques modify the activity and connectivity of distributed cortical
networks, extending well beyond the region of direct stimulation.
Recognition of this fact implies that the findings of previous studies
utilizing brain stimulation techniques to probe the function of specific
regions may need to be reinterpreted. Also, more effective utilization
of noninvasive brain stimulation techniques in both research and
clinical therapeutics will require exploration and evaluation of how
focal brain stimulation modifies network activities as a function of
baseline state, stimulation protocol, baseline functional connectivity,
task and region of stimulation.

Conclusions
In recent decades, a range of noninvasive techniques for studying and
manipulating brain activity have been developed. EEG, PET and fMRI
are complementary methods of assessing neural activity. A number of
analytic techniques have been applied to data collected using these
methods to help delineate the brain’s functional connectivity, i.e. the
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Fig. 12. Changes in EEG synchronization as a function of task state and tDCS in different frequency bands. Shows EEG channels that become significantly more
synchronized (red) or desynchronized (blue) in different frequency bands. Columns from left to right demonstrate the following comparisons: (i) task before
stimulation – rest before stimulation; (ii) task after stimulation – rest before stimulation; (iii) rest after stimulation – rest before stimulation; and (iv) task after
stimulation – task before stimulation. Modified, with permission, from Polanı́a et al. (2011a).

interactions between different brain regions both at rest and during
performance of various tasks, and their use has led to the
understanding that cognitive functions are carried out by widespread
cortical networks. The same decades have witnessed the introduction
of TMS and tDCS, two techniques which rely on electromagnetic
principles to noninvasively modulate brain activity. A number of
interesting studies have combined brain stimulation techniques with
neuroimaging modalities to evaluate and modify brain activity. As
such, they provide powerful tools for probing the connectivity of
different cortical regions, and for causally investigating the role of
network activity in various cognitive functions. These studies have
also demonstrated that TMS and tDCS affect not only the focal region
to which stimulation is being applied, but also affect widespread
cortical areas that are connected to the target region. Consequently,
these techniques permit the modulation of functional connectivity
networks. The application of these tools has provided unique insight
into the network dysfunctions underlying human neuropsychiatric

disease, and there have been a number of recent studies focusing on
understanding and modulating these networks for therapeutic benefit,
with promising results in diseases such as depression, stroke recovery
and schizophrenia. Thus, noninvasive brain stimulation in combination with neuroimaging techniques offer considerable potential to
further our understanding and treatment of the network activity
underlying human brain function and pathology.
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